Eclipse Consulting and Technical Services has migrated their Business software suite to the internet. Now your
business can access a successful Business software suite at cost savings. The Eclipse Cloud based suite provides
businesses with several benefits:

Accessibility
All you need is an internet-connected device to access our cloud software and do your work online. Mobile
app access is also available, to ensure your employees can be productive even on the go. This anytime,
anywhere access approach is one of the main reasons for the growing popularity of SaaS software.

Cost Savings
You can save a significant amount of money by subscribing to our cloud based package compared to
investing in an on-premise solution which includes heavy upfront costs for installation, maintenance, and
upgrades of the IT infrastructure. On-premise software also needs administration, power expenses and IT
requirements. Businesses of all sizes look to minimize operational expenses and our Cloud system can fit in
your plans admirably. With Eclipse Consulting’s Cloud Business, Suite , you simply pay for what you need
and use, and you can eschew all the unnecessary “bells and whistles” that you are not likely to utilize. Do
not think that cloud computing is only for large enterprises. Our Cloud based Business Suite is very
affordable even for smaller companies.

Reliability
Eclipse Consulting’s Cloud Business software is just as reliable as our on-premise solution. Eclipse
Consulting provides customers access to the system any time of the day or night with no interruption in
service. You can thus save your IT resources for other important tasks.

Easy Manageability

As mentioned earlier, Eclipse Consulting administers, manages, and maintains the software and
infrastructure. You don’t have to worry about updates and upgrades as these are done automatically by
Eclipse. Thus, you can enjoy the advantage of simply accessing and using the web-based software,
services, and applications without worrying about managing them.

Upgradeability
Eclipse Consulting handles software and hardware updates. This can free up your IT employees’ time and
they can focus on other work such as integrating the Eclipse Cloud solution with your existing systems to
expand its usability and effectiveness.

Competitive Edge
You can boost your competitive edge in the market with Eclipse Consulting’s cloud software. The solutions
allow you to deliver and deploy critical business applications speedily and without major upfront costs. You
can stop thinking about technology and concentrate on your vital business objectives and activities. In short,
Eclipse Consulting’s Cloud Solution can minimize the time you need to market new services and
applications.

Scalability
Eclipse Consulting’s Cloud software can scale easily to meet your company’s growth and greater demands.
You can easily add more users and features when necessary. With on-premise software, you would have to
shell out for additional software licenses and server capacity. You can save these costs with a cloud system.

Call us Today to see how you can Grow your company with minimal
investment!

Does your Business software make you feel like it’s as old as this room? Does
your software lack function? Do you have to adjust your business process to fit
your software?
That’s where Eclipse consulting comes in. Bring your business software into the
21st Century. Utilize the latest technology. Our software can be customized to
your business needs. To help you save money, get a jump on your competition
and grow your market.
Let Eclipse help your business. Email us at dans@ectstexas.com or Call. (956)
630-2005 today!
ABI

Are you a land, sea or air broker [PAUSE=1] or a self-filing importer, [PAUSE=2] Then you know how
much the world has changed in the past few years [PAUSE=1] - timelines are tighter, compliance
requirements are stricter and margins are slimmer. Does it all make you feel like your current
ABI application was designed for a world that doesn't exist anymore?
Eclipse Consulting has the ABI solution for your business. Eclipse Consulting provides
either Standalone solution, for those companies wanting an in house Solution or A cloud
based option for those wanting to reduce overall equipment costs. Eclipse provides a
solution for AIR and SEA Brokers, Border Brokers and if for self-filers, an import
solution.

